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Queen of the Night Hags
Name:

Actor: Carol Kane          DOB: 18/6/1952

Character Type: Demon

Life Points: 180        Drama Points: 10 

Attributes (20 + 2 from Drawbacks) = 20 

Strength 8 (3 Levels Part of Zombie Quality)

Dexterity 6 (2 Levels Part of Zombie Quality)

Constitution 9 (3 Levels Part of Zombie Quality)

Intelligence 9

Perception 7

Willpower 10 (3 Levels Part of Zombie Quality)

Qualities (20 + 5 from Drawbacks) = 25

Ancient

Armor Value 8

Disembody

Increased Life Points +102

Pathogen (Paralysis) This shuts down the systems that allow the body to move, like during sleep.

Regeneration Constitution points per minute, and can reattach severed parts (other than the head). 

Bullet and Slash/stab damage modifiers are not applicable (all damage is treated as Bash type).

Situational Awareness (2)

Zombie (21) (+3 to Strength, Constitution, Willpower and +2 Dexterity )

  

Drawbacks (9) = 9

Adversary (Incidental) (4)

Attractive -4 (4)

Secret (Zombie) (2)

Showoff (2)

Vulnerable to Crosses and Holy Water (Night Hags suffer the same damage as Vampires from these)

  

Skills (20 + 3 from Drawbacks) = 23

Acrobatics: 4    Knowledge: 4

Art: 0                   Kung Fu: 7

Computers: 0    Languages: 3



Crime: 4    Mr. Fix-It: 0

Doctor: 3    Notice: 4

Driving: 7    Occultism: 9

Getting Medieval: 3    Science: 1

Gun Fu: 0    Sports: 3

Influence: 5    Wild Card: 0

Maneuvers       Bonus Base Damage    Notes

Axe 9 40  Slash/stab

(Decapitation) 4 40  x5 Damage

Choke 13 7 Bash; Asphyxiation See p109

Dodge 13 None Defense Action

Grapple 15 None Resisted by Dodge

Jump Kick 12 27 Bash

Kick 14 18 Bash

Parry 15 None Defense Action

Parry Ranged 13 None Defense Action

Punch 15 16 Bash

Spin Kick 13 20 Bash

Stake 9 16  Slash/stab

(Through the Heart) 6 16  x5 vs. vamps

Thrown Stake 8 16   Slash/stab

(Through the Heart) 5 16   x5 vs. vamps

Toss 12 8     Bash; must Grapple first

Background on the Queen of the Night Hags

            The Night Hag is an ancient demon, that has raised many minions to follow her. The Night Hags

feed on sleeping humans drawing out their life-force, The human will survive as they can't take enough

from them in one visit, though frequent visits or if The Night Hag attacks can be fatal. These attacks are

often put down to sleep paralysis.

            Sleep paralysis is often described as being held down by an invisible force and can be extremely

scary to the person being held in this confinement state. This sleeping disorder is most often associated

with demonic or malevolent activity because the disorder 'feels' like someone is holding or pinning them

down, thus preventing them from being able to move or to scream for help. According to Sleep Disorder

Doctors, this disorder is common. 

            The reports describing this very event with the person suggesting the event was demonic in

nature. They describe being held down, attacked or choked. In every case the 'victim' has not consulted a

doctor about a sleep disorder, but they have contacted a priest or minister for an exorcism. It appears

that their religious views color their vision of reality. Often this irrational fear is paramount to the fear held

by the people during the Middle Ages and during the Salem Witch Trials, where some of the Night Hags

were burned in their human forms. The people did not understand so they condemned and destroyed

what they did not understand. However, once this disorder is recognized, the demons depart and we



understand the nature of the disorder. We all have nightmares at one time or another, yet we do not

claim our nightmares were real demons attacking us. We understand that nightmares are fragments from

our subconscious mind leaking into the conscious mind and that they generally can be symbolic, not

actual. 

           Sleep paralysis can be attributed in most instance to something called a "Night Hag," or a waking

dream. Most people will suffer from at least one incident in their lives. During deep sleep the body

dreams. It is a natural way for the mind to replenish itself from the rigors of constant activity. Parts of the

mind shut down and allow the cells to rest. Other parts of the mind continue to function and it is at these

times we dream. Sometimes the dreams are pleasant memories, fantastic visions and dreamscapes.

Sometimes they are nightmares, terrors or the "Night Hag." 

            During dreaming the mind shuts down the systems that allow the body to move. This is a function

that protects a person from harming themselves while they dream. When this defense system fails

various sleep disorders become apparent. Sleep walking is a very common disorder. Some people will

repeatedly beat their heads or other body parts against walls or the floor. Involuntary movements are

common sleep disorders. 

            During an attack by a Night Hag they activate the system that paralyzes your body. However, for

reasons not yet understood a person can awaken and be absolutely alert to their surroundings. This

inability to move can be very frightening and since the person is aware of being awake most will tend to

attribute this to some demonic or supernatural phenomena. The person is actually still dreaming and is in

the middle of one of the most terrifying nightmares they will ever have. People have reported footsteps in

the hallway and an impending sense of doom. Figures at the foot of the bed who touch and grab at them.

Some have speculated that "Night Hags" are the origin of alien abduction phenomena. 

            It is worth noting that people who have experienced "Night Hags" are adamant in their belief that

what they experienced was real and not just a dream. Who is to say unless you experience it yourself.

  

Quote: “You didn't think it was going to be that easy did you? Silly rabbit.” 

Roleplaying the Queen of the Night Hags

Have you ever been asleep and suddenly woken only to be paralyzed, seen a dark evil shadow looming

over your bed, felt someone sitting on your chest or body holding you down trying to choke you, or

perhaps heard strange noises and felt an eerie feeling of evil descending upon you? Chances are you

are more than likely suffered a Night Hag attack. 
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